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INTRODUCTION
According to my research Influence of the media has been here
since  a1690. They started with news paper, radios , and
televisions, but in the start the media was used only for news for
the world war 1 and world war 2 but after the wars were over the
used it for politicians and  for entertainment  and the final
comedy tv shows that discuss falsely accusations of people to
discuss it online. They use these strategies to bring more people
in their tv show so they can make money. Unfortunately these
thing may cause mental problems.

PROBLEMS
The problems the media does
to us is mental problem and
spread false news. People
are getting tricked and most
people that are affected with
these problems are the
young people at school. They
are more likely to spread
news and get laughed on
from fake news. 

SOLUTION &
DISCUSSION
Unfortunately there are
not too many solutions
we can do to stop the
spread of the influence
of the media.
Whenever you hear
something that its even
the slighter weird in
your ears you can
always do a google
search for it and do
more research based
on the news you heard
and the topic. If you
were already tricked
and you were mentality
damaged you can
always seek a
psychologist and they
can help you with all
the needs 

SPREAD OF NEWS
Ways of spreading these fake
news into the world is by
taking the audience guard.
Coming home from a difficult
day and you turn on your tv
you are most likely to hear
fake news and believe them. In
these way they can spread
these news to the world and
the other people can spread
these fake news further.


